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 Communities of Opportunity   

2 - Draft Minutes: Governance Group  

 

August 18, 2017, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Location: King County Chinook, 401 5th Ave, Seattle  

Members Present: Andrea Estes, Betsy Jones, Gordon McHenry, Marty Jackson, Michael 
Brown, Sili Savusa, Ubax Gardheere 

Participating by phone: Laura Hitchcock, Jenn Ramirez Robson (portion of meeting) 

Staff: Aaron Roberts, Alice Ito, Andréa Akita, Cheryl Markham, Cristina González, Dan Bernard, 
Kalayaan Domingo, Kirsten Wysen, Marguerite Ro, Sharon Bogan, Shirley Dickerson 

 

Welcome: Betsy Jones & Michael Brown 

Introductions  
Andréa Akita introduced two new Communities of Opportunity staff—Cristina González, 
formerly with the Santa Barbara Foundation, and Kalayaan Domingo, previously a Partnerships 
Improving Community Health staff person in the Healthy Eating, Active Living section of the 
Chronic Disease and Injury Prevention division of the public health department. Cristina and 
Kalaayan were warmly welcomed to the COO team. 

Team Building  
Governance Group members and staff paired with a partner for a team building exercise.  The 
pairs reported out to the group afterwards on two characteristics they had discovered they 
have in common and what their goals were for the COO Governance Group (G2) retreat on 
September 6 and 7, 2017.   

Consent Agenda 
The Governance Group approved the August 18, 2017 consent agenda, which included the meeting 
minutes from the previous meeting on July 21, 2017. 

Director’s Report 
Andréa Akita provided a Director’s Report which included a proposed investment process for COO 

investments in three strategy areas:  

1. Institutional, Policy & Systems Change; 
2. Community Partnerships – Place-based & Cultural Communities; and  
3. Learning Community, including Strategic Investments.  
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These investment areas are described in more detail in the May 2016 Best Starts for Kids 
Implementation Plan and are derived from previous work of the Communities of Opportunity 
Interim Governance Group in 2015 and 2016. 

2017 – 2018 Investment Areas Work Group Structure 
Andréa proposed that a similar investment process be used for each of the three COO strategy 
areas.  A Work Group will be created for each of the three with membership from the 
Governance Group (GG), King County Council and staff, the Children and Youth Advisory Board, 
and COO staff with a designated lead.  The three work groups will design an investment process 
and bring recommendations to the GG.  The first one to come to the GG was the Institutional, 
Policy & Systems Change strategy area which was presented to the GG by Ubax Gardheere and 
Aaron Robertson. 

Institutional, Policy & Systems Change Investment Process 
Ubax and Aaron presented recommendations from the Institutional, Policy & Systems Change 
work group, including the proposed goals for the 2017/2018 cycle, the planned funding process 
to meet those goals, and roles of Work Group, GG, grant selection committee (AKA review 
panel) and staff in this process. 

The GG was asked to give work groups the authority to guide development of the RFP 
processes, oversee the recommendation and evaluation process for funding. Work groups, 
which include Governance Group members, also will make recommendations to the entire 
Governance Group for final decisions on funding. 

Ubax and Aaron described the work group’s accomplishments to date, including: 

 Using lessons learned from the past two cycles and ideas to improve the process, 

 Specifying goals for funding in this cycle,  

 Using the goals to develop the RFP structure, and  

 Defining the roles of the GG, the work group, grant selection committee and staff. 

There are three goals for the 2017 to 2018 Institutional, Policy & Systems Change investments:  

1. Increase the readiness and ability of groups led by communities most affected by 
inequity across King County to inform, improve and guide implementation of systems 
and policies.  

2. Support community-led efforts well positioned to inform, improve or guide 
implementation of specific systems and policies tied to COO results areas (community 
connection, economic opportunity, health and housing). 

3. Increase connection, relationships and partnerships among grantees engaging in 
systems and policy change work, as well as other COO efforts. 

The work group proposes to launch grant process this summer to support two categories of 
funding related to Institutional, Policy & Systems Change: 

 Project level funding for policy and systems change efforts – community-led efforts to 
shape specific systems and policies. Potential grantees will be selected based on their 
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ability to drive community-led and engaged efforts to change and/or implement policies 
and/or systems tied to our results areas.  

 Capacity level funding to support strengthening community capacity to engage in 
policy and systems change work – resources (both funding and technical assistance) for 
community groups traditionally left out of the systems and policy change processes that 
want to build capacity and engage with more experienced grantees. 

Each grantee would be supported to participate in cohort leading to the co-design of a COO 
Policy Agenda.  This two-pronged approach allows COO not only to forward policy and systems 
changes cross our results areas, but also develop cohorts for each area to connect on strategy, 
build relationships and identify potential policy agenda items. 

Roles and responsibilities of the different groups and staff were outlined in the discussion. 

 Governance Group will approve the goals and funding process for the 2017/2018 
Systems and Policy Change funding cycle.  GG has final approval of the docket of Policy 
and Systems Change grant recommendations. 
 

 Systems and Policy Change Work Group will develop the goals and funding process for 
the 2017/2018 Systems and Policy Change funding cycle; guide development and 
approve the RFP for the two funding levels; and oversee the recommendation and 
evaluation process of a funding docket for Governance Group consideration.  

 

 Grant Review Committee will execute vision of the Governance Group’s vision for this 
funding process by conducting application review, site visits and preparing 
recommendations for discussion with the work group. 
 

 Staff member will be invited to participate in the Grant Review Committee.  Staff leads 
who are not review committee members will be responsible for facilitating the 
grantmaking process.  

Governance Group members discussed COO outreach methods, including how word is 
disseminated about the funding opportunities through the Seattle Foundation and King County 
websites and list serves, networking, and GG contacts.  In addition, information sessions are 
held in focus communities and online.  Staff make themselves available to answer questions 
from prospective applicants, as well.   

Vote on “2017 and 2018 Systems and Policy Changes Grants Process:” There was broad 
consensus among all members present and on the phone to approve the goals and funding 
process for the 2017/2018 Systems and Policy Change funding cycle as described in Memo #4.  
All of the governance group members who voted raised green cards or verbally signified “yes” 
to approve the process and roles. Laura Hitchcock abstained from the vote.  Jenn Ramirez 
Robson did not vote, because she had to leave the meeting before the vote took place.  

Update on board retreat 

 Andréa provided high level information and said that more information will follow shortly.  
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COO Story Outline-Pyramid 
As preparation for the retreat, Pyramid Communications staff presented a draft storyline and 
high-level message document to the GG.  GG feedback included recommendations that the 
high-level messaging should be described more ambitiously and more authentically, from a 
community perspective as well as an institutional perspective.  Pyramid staff said they will work 
with COO community partners and GG members to develop a better idea of what the most 
important messages should be from a community level. They will bring a next iteration to the 
GG retreat. 

 

 


